WE PUT WHEELS ON OURS
MOBILE GONDOLA

Just like your business, LOZIER’s Gondolas are on the go. Mobile Gondolas give you the ability to update and adjust your fixture layout as your store and merchandise changes. Make the complicated simple and convert a Display Island into a Mobile Island. We now offer two Mobile End Cap solutions; Mobile Wall End Display and Mobile End Deck, to complete your mobile Gondola. It is easier than ever to order with our Mobile Gondola Kit and Mobile Wall End Display Kit.

Mobile Gondola

Make your Island Display Mobile

MOBILE GONDOLA KITS
• Converts Island Display into a Mobile Island
• Overall Deck height similar to standard 06 base
• Must be used with Low Base Brackets

EACH KIT INCLUDES
Mobile Gondola Carriage
Mobile Gondola Top Rail

Mobile End Display

Make your Wall End Display Mobile

MOBILE WALL END DISPLAY KIT
• Converts WED or CED into Mobile Wall End Display
• Mobile Wall End is Not to be used as a freestanding unit
• Must be bolted to a Mobile Gondola using the hardware provided

EACH KIT INCLUDES
Mobile Gondola Top Rail Hold Down
Mobile Gondola Carriage
Mobile Wall End Carriage
Wall End Positioner Bracket for Top Cap

Mobile End Deck for EMPs & OEMPs

MOBILE END DECK
• Compatible with standard and offset Island Gondolas

For additional ordering information see catalog pages 308-310